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Abstract

This paper presents a real-time development in-
terface for motor control, embedded in a single
board (MCB). The MCB’s CPU is an ARM Cortex-
A8 supporting EtherCAT implementation. This CPU
computes the control algorithm that can be imple-
mented with Matlab/Simulink toolchain. The host
PC that runs Matlab environment is able to connect
to the running code via EtherCAT bus by use of
Ethernet over EtherCAT (EoE) directly. Via external
mode the developer is able to monitor all Simulink
signals of the deployed model on hardware board
during runtime. Manipulation of constant block val-
ues is also feasible to e.g. investigate on different
controller parameters online. The actual prototype
board is fully functional and will now be miniaturized
to fit into a modular drive unit. With this unit com-
plex multi-axis systems can be installed, monitored
and investigated by simply attaching EtherCAT com-
munication bus and single power supply voltage.
Thanks to Simulink development environment the
controller code development is very efficient. Since
the hardware is reduced to mass electronics com-
ponents the cost is acceptable.

1. Introduction

It is always very time consuming to implement con-
trol algorithms to different hardware, the wish of an
environment with good development support is very
strong. Especially when developing new algorithms
that deal with complex physics and mathematics a
sophisticated toolchain is required. Otherwise a lot
of developing time is to be invested on the imple-
mentation itself and cannot be used for elaborat-
ing the algorithm structure. Lots of industry motion
controllers offer flexible and user defined controller

structures that can be adapted to the application.
Still when it comes to space vector modulation or
special modulation procedures the controller simply
do not offer the necessary interface to the power
electronics hardware.

This is why a motion controller board was built that
offers a Matlab/Simulink toolchain that is very fa-
miliar to all engineers in the field of control. The
board consists of a computation unit that is an in-
dustry component, stacked to a power electronics
board with the motor inverter. Fig. 1 shows a block
diagram of the concept for the motion controller
board and the communication interfaces. The con-
cept is split into a real-time execution processor
domain and a power electronics domain that inter-
faces the motor with sensors. The Interfaces on the
left (UART, Ethernet and I2C) are optional and may
be useful during prototyping status but not urgently
required. The EtherCAT interface offers already all
communication and external mode features. The
prototype board is fully functional and will now be
miniaturized to fit into a modular drive unit that will
consist of motor, gearing, position sensor (if used),
power electronics and controller.

The paper presents the concept and points out the
benefits of having a toolchain like this available dur-
ing control algorithm developing and use in applica-
tion. Different from other rapid control development
toolchains this proposed way is a very compact and
cost efficient solution, so that the toolchain could be
used in every single axis of complex systems and of-
fer a very powerful way of monitoring in the sense
of maintenance or online controller upgrade. Fur-
thermore close investigation of the system is possi-
ble whenever needed. The host PC may be located
somewhere else having access to the system via in-
ternet. The Simulink model has full access to hard-
ware PWM and ADC registers and all monitoring is



Fig. 1: Block diagram of the Motor Control Board.

possible with current control loop bandwidth.

By developing an appropriate software environment
it is possible to draw Simulink block diagrams and
compile them directly to the motion controller hard-
ware. With the Matlab/Simulink external mode, all
signals within the control loop algorithm can be in-
vestigated in real-time. This development platform
is intended to be used in complex robotic systems
(for example [1] and [2]) to investigate signals in
detail and online while the system is in action. It
is intended to analyze complex control theory is-
sues. All signals of the Simulink model are avail-
able in a synchronous and direct way for close in-
spection. Also a backup of that signals is possible
to perform offline analysis with potentially high de-
mand for computation power. Matlab/Simulink mod-
els can be compiled and loaded to the board using
EtherCAT fieldbus. The algorithm can be investi-
gated without attaching additional cables simply by
attaching Simulink scopes to the signal line. With
just EtherCAT fieldbus and DC-power applied the
board is ready to run and offers all debug options.
This helps to use this motion controller in a mod-
ular way. The typical transfer from a rapid control
environment hardware for developing to a compact
hardware built for the final product becomes obso-
lete. The developing process is carried out on the
final hardware without the drawback of reduced op-
tions of analysis.

The first two sections give a description of the soft-
ware and hardware design of the board. The third
section deals with the features that are helpful dur-

ing controller development and shows an implemen-
tation of position sensorless control of permanent
magnet synchronous motors as an example. The
paper concludes with some aspects that are of spe-
cial interest when synchronized multi-axis mode is
needed.

2. Software Design of the
Motor Control Board

The idea of the Motor Control Board (MCB) is to
use a Simulink controller model running on a fast
microprocessor, inside the innermost and fastest in-
ternal cycle. Fig. 2 shows a block diagram of the
MCB from the developer’s perspective. The MCB is
based on an ARM Cortex A8 CPU including a real-
time unit, to support EtherCAT as it is an industrial
real-time Ethernet bus. The CPU is clocked by a
frequency of 800 MHz and executes a regular com-
mand within 1.25 nsec. This requires an enabled
cache for code and data. Because the CPU is an
ordinary ARM microprocessor, the execution time
of the firmware depends on whether the code is al-
ready loaded inside the cache memory or not. Parts
of the firmware code run faster after a while, when
executed completely from cache. Access to the pe-
ripheral hardware of the CPU could be much slower.
It is a good idea to reduce register access to the pe-
ripheral hardware to a minimum to save runtime. It
is also recommended to avoid integer division, be-
cause the ARM Cortex A8 architecture does not in-
clude a hardware integer divide unit [3]. The float-



Fig. 2: Overview diagram of the MCB with all function
blocks and interfaces. On the left, three different options
to connect a host PC with the development environment
installed are shown.

ing point unit called NEON - supports a regular set
of mathematical operations [4]. Square root is in-
cluded as an own assembler command, but mathe-
matical functions such as sin(), cos() and the pop-
ular atan2() must be calculated in software. With
512 Mbyte RAM more than enough main memory
is available for the firmware and the Flash Memory
can store the whole firmware as well as permanent
parameters used after the next reboot. Software de-
velopment is done using an Eclipse/GCC toolchain
using C as programming language. The firmware
does not include any operating system (OS). It re-
duces the software overhead dramatically and al-
lows to develop a “plain vanilla” firmware code. It
causes more effort during the development, but with
the success of reduced jitter in the response of inter-
rupts and communication. The EtherCAT communi-
cation is done mainly by the Beckhoff slave stack
code [5].

In general the used ARM CPU is a fast micropro-
cessor and allows an internal cycle time for the mo-
tor controller of 25 µsec. The included real-time
unit allows a close access to the real-time Ethernet
protocol (EtherCAT). There is no communication re-
quired using a slow peripheral hardware. The link is
done by an internal shared memory, which can be
used by both the microprocessor and the real-time
unit at the same time. It allows a short cycle time
for the external communication using EtherCAT of
200 µsec.

2.1. Internal Cycle
Simulink Model Control Loop

The internal cycle (see orange part of block dia-
gram Fig. 1) is computed within 25 µsec. In that
turnaround time all actual sensor data needs to
be read, the control algorithm is computed and
the PWM register need to be updated for the next
cycle. Every cycle starts by requesting the ADC
values of motor current, the operating voltage of
the dc-link and the motor position sensors. From
the external AD converter the measurement results
are transmitted through the SPI channel of the mi-
croprocessor (Fig. 3). The SPI is a serial bus using
a master/slave architecture with an own clock line
from the master. All connected members are linked
as a chain and because of the SPI FIFO buffer
transmission can be done with very limited control
of the microprocessor. Because of speed limitation
of the shift register the SPI clock speed is set to
25 MHz. The motor position is measured by an ex-
ternal chip using a magneto resistive AMR sensor.
From an external chip the position information is
transmitted to the microprocessor using a so called
BiSS protocol [6]. This protocol is quite similar to
the SPI channel; the microprocessor firmware must
behave only slightly differently to support the BiSS
protocol. As a chip requirement the BiSS clock
speed is limited to 10 MHz.

After all requested measurement values are avail-
able, the calculation of the Simulink model can be
started. The motor control model is designed us-
ing Simulink. Within the model only the control al-
gorithm needs to be considered whereas IO oper-
ations are handled in the firmware. A Simulink S-
function enables access to the measured sensor
values of the hardware and an additional S-function
is used to pass the computed PWM signals from
Simulink to the firmware. For all this calculations
the Simulink motor controller can use up to 10 µsec
plus the time the internal cycle restarts (Fig. 4). This
is the remaining time after the entire measurement
requests are done. The next PWM values are set,
when the new internal cycle starts. This ensures a
precise and periodic behavior of the controller loop.
The Simulink motor controller includes a parameter
set for the so called Simulink external mode. During
the calculations the parameters are stored inside a
buffer and will be transmitted asynchronously to the



EtherCAT Master.

Fig. 3: Data Transfer SPI and BiSS Clock at beginning
of each cycle. When sensor data is successfully picked
up the latest sensor data are provided for the Simulink
model by means of S-function.

Fig. 4: The cycle time of overall 25 µsec is split into
sensor data reading for 10 µsec and additional 10 µsec
time to calculate the Simulink model. Finally there is
5 µsec left to ensure real-time conditions and to update
the PWM registers.

2.2. External Cycle
EtherCAT Communication

The external cycle (see green part of block dia-
gram in Fig. 1) is computed within 200 µsec and
handles mainly the EtherCAT process data com-
munication (Fig. 5). The input and output process
exchanges the relevant data between the motor
controller and the EtherCAT Master PC. The struc-
ture and type of the process data are defined in the
CiA402 CANopen device profile for drives and mo-
tion control description. For an easy usage of the
motor control board, the firmware supports a set
of mandatory parameters. Parameters definition
is done in a separated XML file. It describes the
MCB as an EtherCAT slave and allows usage of the

MCB with different EtherCAT masters. EtherCAT

Fig. 5: 200 µsec EtherCAT PDO Cycle.

supports also asynchronous communication using
a mailbox for transmitted and a mailbox for received
messages. The firmware can handle different types
of services by using these mailboxes. One is called
“Ethernet over EtherCAT” (EoE) and is being used
to access the MCB by a regular Ethernet connec-
tion from the master. An application like Simulink
can use this connection to exchange parameters
from the external mode with the MCB. The con-
nection appears transparent to the application no
matter if transport layer is EtherCAT or Ethernet.
The EtherCAT master inserts the mailbox commu-
nication between the process data communication.
It happens in a way, that no disturbance or delay
occurs for the process data and real-time condi-
tions are ensured. Because of that, the mailbox
communication gets just a fraction of the 100 Mbit/s
EtherCAT bus. In our tests it was around 3% of the
bandwidth or 420 Kbytes/s. Depending on the size
of the Simulink control model, it usually allows a
smooth observation of the model parameters at the
master PC.

As long as the Simulink model can be adapted by
parameter chances, the model remains unchanged
in the firmware. Structural changes of the model
require a Simulink generating step and an update
of the MCB firmware. Which means the generated
C code from Simulink must be recompiled with the
other parts of the firmware. The whole firmware
must be again loaded into the MCB and executed.
The fastest way is to use the development connec-
tion to the board, which is available by a second
Ethernet cable. Or using a further EtherCAT mail-
box service called “File over EtherCAT” (FoE). The
FoE service allows a whole firmware update when
the MCB is connected just with the EtherCAT cable



to the Master PC. An unique ID in the model and the
same ID in the generated C code allows checking
if the same model is used in Simulink application
running on host PC and in the MCB firmware.

For the EtherCAT master there are several topolo-
gies feasible. Fig. 2 shows the solution 1© using
a Beckhoff IPC to ensure precise EtherCAT master
real-time cycle. A host PC with Ethernet commu-
nication to the IPC is running the Simulink environ-
ment for developing and analysis. The approach
2© uses a host PC with TwinCAT software running.
This way a single Windows PC is used for develop-
ing and analysis as well as for setting up an Ether-
CAT master. It turned out that the real-time cycle
precision was reduced because the EtherCAT mas-
ter cannot maintain a precise cycle on a normal
Windows PC. Nevertheless it is sufficient for reli-
able communication. Solution 3© is similar to so-
lution number one but uses a real-time Linux com-
puter with an open source EtherCAT master featur-
ing EoE and FoE.

3. Hardware Design of the
Motor Control Board

The hardware design follows the concept shown in
Fig. 2. As the focus of the development was put on
the investigation of the software toolchain a quick
prototype that is flexible for testing purpose was the
goal. An approach of driving two motors with only
one ARM CPU was also under investigation. Due
to the background of robotics high dynamics and
motors with low inductance were targeted. Thus a
controller bandwidth of 40 kHz was more important
to the application than dual axis operation. The in-
vestigation and interface testing capabilities is why
the board envelope size is as big as 20 cm x 30 cm.
A follow-up hardware is planned to fit to the volume
of 50 mm x 50 mm x 25 mm and deliver electrical
power of 750 W.

The following technical components are to be men-
tioned on the MCB. The ARM CPU which was in-
tegrated by means of phyCORE industry module.
With every necessary interface option available this
module reduced PCB design effort a lot. The power
stage consists of a standard DRV8332 motor driver
chip and a three-shunt inverter leg current sensing.

A set of standard DC-DC converter modules pro-
vides 3V3, 5 V and 12 V from 24 V supply voltage.

The drive unit under test was taken from the light
weight robot developments of the institute. This
type of robotic joint served as base line for many
different robotic systems and test benches (see [7]
and [8]). The drive module consists of a RoboDrive
ILM50 motor with a magneto resistive AMR abso-
lute position sensor and harmonic drive gearing.
The absolute position sensor makes use of two in-
cremental tracks, with different amount of magnetic
poles, that are computed by use of nonius principle.
Additionally a force torque sensor completes the
modular joint.

Because of the limited amount of SPI lanes on the
ARM CPU it may be necessary to adapt the elec-
tronics depending on the needed sensor types.

4. Controller Development
Example

Permanent magnet synchronous motors have taken
over DC motors in industry and their importance is
growing also in space-applications due to their ad-
vantages:

• High torque output per volume and weight

• Extreme durability and reliability

• No brushes: No brush sparking, no cold weld-
ing of brushes and motor collector, no brush
wear debris that shortens motor windings and
destroys the drive train

• Better heat dissipation because the copper
windings are located in the stator only

However these type of motors, as opposed to DC
motors, have to be electronically commutated and
they don’t move just by applying DC voltage. A com-
mutation algorithm has to be developed. Further-
more an implemntation of the field oriented control
algorithm is necessary. With the coordinate trans-
formation of three motor phases to a stator fixed ref-
erence frame αβ and a rotor fixed reference frame
dq which is aligned to the north pole of the rotating
permanent magnets, the motor control algorithm is
split into d- and q-axis.



4.1. Space Vector Modulation

The Space Vector Modulation (SVM) is a well
known technique to modulate PWM signals for
3-phase machines. This method treats the three
sinusoidal phase voltages as a single rotating vec-
tor with certain amplitude and angle or frequency.
It approximates the desired voltage vector by a
combination of eight switching vectors (V0, V7), as
seen in Fig. 6. V0 and V7 are not active vectors and
are used to set the desired amplitude. The active
vectors are V1 to V6. During the pulse period Tp
a pattern of space vector combination results in a
approximation of the desired voltage vector. Since

Fig. 6: Space vector representation of motor phase volt-
ages used for SVM.

the field oriented control makes use of convenient
Park-Clarke coordinate transformation the phase
voltages to be realized are accessible as values in
stator coordinate system αβ. In [9] coefficients a, b
and c are computed (1).

a = |Uα|+
1
√
3
|Uβ| ; b = |Uα|−

1
√
3
|Uβ| ; c =

2
√
3
|Uβ|

(1)
A case differentiation considering the quadrant and
sector of the desired voltage vector and simple addi-
tion and subtraction operations gives the time until
switch to on (for quadrant 1 and sector 1). PWM
counting is done in up-down fashion, allowing for a
center alligned, symmetrical PWM shape as shown
in Fig. 7. The SVM algorithm is part of the firmware
and the Simulink model passes the PWM values
for each half bridge to the firmware by use of a S-
function block (see sSVM block in Fig. 9). If needed
the algorithm can be adapted by writing appropriate
C code.

Fig. 7: Diagram of center alligned, symmetrical PWM.

4.2. Sensorless Algorithm Implementation

Direct feedthrough to the power electronics is for ex-
ample needed when implementing sensorless con-
trol algorithms. Precise algorithms like SVM result
in much smoother motor motion than the six-step al-
gorithm, but need a position information with higher
resolution to be doable. Typically two sensorless
methods are to be implemented. The induced volt-
age is exploited by means of Kalman filter or slid-
ing mode observers at higher speeds. Although an
additional source of information is needed at low
speed and standstill. Since the induced voltage
is proportional to the motor speed there is no sig-
nal at standstill or only small signal amplitude in
low speed region. The only source of information
in that operating range is the magnetic saliency of
the motor. In Fig. 8 a principal overview of that ap-
proach that was proposed in [10] by the author is
illustrated. An advancement of that idea was for ex-
ample shown in [11]. The idea is to add a high fre-
quency signal to the d-voltage of the controller out-
put right before the SVM block. The hf component
needs to be extracted from the current to prevent
the controller to react on that signal portion. The
fundamental wave is used for field oriented control
and the hf component is used to track the motor
saliency and get the actual d-axis orientation of the
coordinate system. The Simulink control algorithm
shown in Fig. 9 can be setup according to block dia-
gram Fig. 8. The resulting PWM wave with hf-signal
modulation and the current reading from the motor
are shown in Fig. 10. When tuning the angle es-
timator dynamics and investigating the filtering of
motor phase currents the developed toolchain is ab-
solutely essential.



Fig. 8: Block diagram of algorithm proposed in [10].

Fig. 9: Simulink model

Fig. 10: PWM wave with hf-signal modulation and fil-
tered motor phase currents.

5. Expansion to Multi-Axis
Systems

Up to now the single-axis controller was considered
and assumed to be investigated and tuned. Es-
pecially in the field of robotics but also in industry

applications complex systems require the synchro-
nized use of multiple degrees of freedom. In Fig. 2 it
is indicated that it is possible to connect up several
MCBs on one EtherCAT bus. To handle high de-
grees of complexity in real-time the approach to use
Simulink for the high level controller programming is
being pursued. The in house software development
Links and Nodes (LN) enables the user to have ac-
cess to system sensor data and controller values in
real-time at EtherCAT bandwidth by use of Simulink
model. DLR LN provides scalable process control
and monitoring as well as two complementary in-
terprocess communication paradigms: a real-time
capable publish-subscriber and a performance op-
timized request-response mechanism. Supported
operating systems include linux, qnx, vxworks and
windows. All communication mechanisms can be
logged and we aim to provide full control of all real-
time features provided by the particular operating
system. Individual hosts only need to be reach-
able via at least one ip link. LN will be released
as GPLv3-licensed open source. In Fig. 11 an
overview of the hierarchical software organization
when extending to multiple axis systems is given.
With growing amount of sensor data and degrees of

Fig. 11: Combining several MCBs to a complex mecha-
tronic system that is controlled via Simulink model.

freedom to handle the need for hardware in the loop
testing capabilities and rapid control development
toolchains based on Simulink is an essential advan-
tage. The MCB fits perfectly to that environment.
All kind of control level use the same approach and
toolchain. From the high level control loop down to
the current control loop of a single motor the only
difference is the scaling of the sample bandwidth.



6. Conclusion

In this paper a toolchain for developing control algo-
rithms for electrical drives is presented. The ease of
use and comfort of investigating control algorithms
in real-time that is known from large and expansive
rapid control development systems is transfered to
a compact solution. With the computation power of
affordable ARM processors complete Simulink mod-
els can be downloaded to the hardware. Further-
more with EtherCAT a standard communication bus
technology is used solely to interface the hardware
to a host PC that is used for the development pro-
cess. When the commissioning and parameteriza-
tion is fully completed the hardware can remain un-
changed in the mechatronic system. Whenever di-
agnosis functionality is needed the standard Ether-
CAT communication can be used to analyse system
behavior. Also remote maintenance and updating is
feasible with the presented toolchain. In the next de-
velopment step the presented MCB is miniaturized
to a compact size to fit to a modular drive unit.
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